
Subject: Anyone know how to fix WOLPSY? Never updates gsa status...
Posted by Doitle on Wed, 14 Jan 2004 13:26:21 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

The following are the official rules for the "n00bsvr01" server. If anyone wishes to play on said
server, please make sure you know these rules like the back of your hand. (If, for some reason,
you have never become aquatinted with the back of your hand, please give it a glance now. In
fact, take a picture of it and place it next to your computer screen. Glance at it once an hour.)

Allowed Characters/Vehicles: It's all out war, so no units are disallowed.

Swearing: I do not mind swearing, but certain racial slurs do not have any place in any discussion.
If your language is found to be excessively abusive, you will be given one warning, followed by a
ban from the server.

Abuse/Being a pain: Any player seen being excessively rude and/or annoying to any player may
find themselves kicked from the server. This includes complaining about lag, complaining about
the way the server is run, or complaining that people are "pointwhoring".

Map Bugs: Every server has different policies on which bugs to allow and which not.

patch of grass directly outside the GDI base is considered a Base-to-Base from.

of base defences is allowed.

give you a leg-up over a wall in real life. The only case where this is not tolerated is where it is
used to get onto places you are not supposed to be, I.E. The roof or the Refinery on non-flying
maps.

Point Whoring: Yes, we all hate it. But, if you cannot get the man-power out to kill "That darned
MRLS hitting your Refinery, I'd say your cause is pretty much lost.

Harvy Blocking: Prohibited. Don't block it or you'll be kicked.

Shooting through the WF glass: Prohibited. Don't do it or you'll be kicked.

Moderators: We all have days where we don't agree with moderating decisions. However, please
trust the moderators decisions, as I have placed my trust in them to do a damn fine job. Especially
that DaveGMM guy. He's the best.

By playing on my server, you agree to these rules.

Rules RIGHT ON n00bstories. Notice the WF Glass is right on there, and it has been on there for
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a long time. How is that changing the rules? If we charge a person with treason they will not say
"Nuh uh! You made that up just now you l00ser... Your government are such n00bs just cause I
0wned some intelligence important to national security and gave it to the bad dudes. Stupid
country can't stand being 0wned" No I'm pretty sure that's been in the declaration of
independence, oh... I'm sure at least a FEW years... 
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